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Person-centred care, no matter what “field” you are playing on
In 2009, a few years after graduating from Carleton University with a Criminology and Law degree, I
started to look for volunteer opportunities that would allow me to give back and impact the
community. The concept of selflessly giving back was quite foreign to me as that was not a common
practice in my native country, Slovakia. I had a hard time believing that in Canada, people could give
back in a way where nothing was expected in return.
When I came across Circles of Support and Accountability (CoSA), I was working at the Canadian
Mental Health Association (CMHA). I was drawn to CoSA through my passion for mental health, in
addition to the strong influence of my spouse working in restorative justice. It was exactly what the
name suggested, except for the fact that trained volunteers from a variety of backgrounds supported
individuals who had committed sex offences, mostly against children, and were reintegrating into the
community. I was curious to see how this model would work in practice and, to my surprise, it was
an incredibly powerful experience.
The circle I was assigned to consisted of a PhD student, a pharmacist, a senior community member,
a “core member”, and myself. I had to confront my own biases when reading the core’s member
correctional file and look at him, first and foremost, as a human being…someone’s son, brother and
uncle. He was diagnosed with various chronic physical and mental health issues and had lived in
confined spaces in federal institutions for several years. He was an individual who had many legal
conditions to follow and lived with many regrets and without an ounce of hope that he could
successfully live in the community. But most importantly, he was a person with just enough strength
to keep going and engage with CoSA volunteers with a goal of doing no further harm. With that in
mind, the circle provided support and held him accountable for his decisions and behaviour.
It’s now 2020 and I have the privilege of looking back at my time with CoSA. As a former volunteer,
steering committee member, and current advisor to CoSA, I am inspired by the extraOrdinary citizens
who want to create a safer community and who get involved in CoSA to help prevent any future harm
to our most vulnerable population – our children.
I’ve now worked in health care transformation for three years where I was tasked with creating care
teams or support circles around people living with chronic physical and mental health issues and
substance abuse challenges. This person-centred approach addresses the unique needs of the
individual, lowering hospital utilization, and removing the burden from emergency departments. I
jumped on the opportunity, knowing that every person could benefit from a circle of support. Did I
ever doubt that it would be successful? Absolutely not! I have CoSA to thank for that.
Dasa Farthing
Member of the CoSA-Ottawa Advisory Group (2019-Present)
Former member of the Board of Directors and Circle volunteer (2009-2016)
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President’s Message
I began my first term as President of our Board of Directors in June 2019. Although I am new to this
role within the organization, I am not new to CoSA! I first learned about CoSA-Ottawa while I was a
student at Algonquin College, some years ago, when Susan Love had been invited as a guest speaker
in one of my classes. I would never have imagined then that I would be in this role today.
I would be amiss not to acknowledge my predecessor, Emmy Verdun, who held the role from 2010
to 2019. Before she left, she graciously invited me to lunch so she could pass the torch on. I
appreciated her kindness in doing this and her commitment to CoSA was evident. Hers are big shoes
to fill and I know that she is missed around the table. In addition, the organization also saw Sharon
Rouleau’s term conclude. Sharon served as Treasurer on the board and previous steering
committee from 2009 to 2019. The board is indebted to these women for their dedication and
commitment to CoSA. Thank you!
Over the last year, I have attended Thanksgiving and Christmas dinners, the annual BBQ, several
board meetings, and was a member of the gala planning committee. I also sat on some of the
interview panels for new Board members and volunteer recruits, and facilitated the monthly
discussion series with some of our core members and volunteers. All of these opportunities have
helped me get to know CoSA-Ottawa even better. I have appreciated all the learning and experiences
and today, I am very proud to be a small part of this great team of people!
Our folks who work the front lines within our organization and those working behind the scenes, are
nothing but dedicated and compassionate individuals. I have been impressed with the level of
commitment each person makes to CoSA-Ottawa, in helping some of our most marginalized
population develop a good life and avoid reoffending. The knowledge and experience that ‘circles’
this organization, goes far beyond our circles of volunteers…it takes a community!
Good teams require good leadership and, during the last year and a half, I have observed this on many
occasions within CoSA-Ottawa from a variety of people. I would particularly like to highlight the
leadership that Susan Love provides to this organization. I have experienced her kindness, her
generosity, and her compassion. I have seen her dedication, her commitment and her focus. Susan
goes beyond her role as Coordinator of this program and I believe our core members and volunteers
are fortunate to work with her. Thank you, Susan, for all that you do!
With the new obstacles that we are all trying to manage due to the pandemic, CoSA-Ottawa is
adapting and meeting these challenges with creativity, perseverance and flexibility. We continue to
find new ways of meeting our core members’ needs while balancing public health safety. Although
we were not able to gather for events this year as a CoSA community as we usually do, such as the
Thanksgiving and Christmas potluck meals, I know that, working together, we will continue to find
ways to help our core members and volunteers feel connected and supported in an effort to achieve
CoSA-Ottawa’s objectives.
Lisa Roots
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Coordinator’s Report
2019-2020 has indeed been a year we will never forget! Although the first 11 months were fairly typical,
March brought lockdowns and restrictions due to the Covid-19 pandemic that could perhaps change CoSA
(and the world) forever. As CoSA is based on in-person relational connections, moving our circle meetings,
all activities, to strictly virtual means certainly turned CoSA on its head! Some circles adapted well to using
Skype or Zoom while others, likely due to the core members’ internet restriction or fear of sharing personal
matters by cyber means, were reluctant to meet – bringing into question, ‘who is falling through the
cracks’?
I can’t express enough admiration and gratitude for Rae McDole, our Program Assistant, who joined our
team in August 2019. Rae has been a tremendous help, particularly since the lockdown began, in guiding
me and our circles in all matters virtual, from circle and board meetings, Discussion sessions and volunteer
training. Rae has also been intricately involved in circle management, joining me at circle meetings which
has allowed her to get well-acquainted with the core members and volunteers and become privy to
matters they’re dealing with, which has contributed greatly to supporting the circles effectively.
I would also like to thank Lyssie Lewis Nash, our placement student from Carleton U, who was with us the
entire year. She too was a joy to work with and a great help.
Throughout the year, we supported a record number of 18 core members, began six new circles, and
wrapped up the year with 15 circles. One core member withdrew after 10 months, one was breached and
returned to us after seven months, and one graduated after two years. Sadly, one man, who joined CoSA
in February, was diagnosed with stage 4 lung cancer in March and passed away several months later. Our
journey with him was more of a palliative nature than our usual interaction. I so commend his volunteers
in meeting him where he was at – to your point, Dasa.
I am very pleased to report that there were no new charges! Big kudos to our core members for their
commitment in working earnestly with their volunteers in their pursuit to find a place in our community
where they feel accepted and able to contribute…which I feel is the measure of ‘true’ integration.
Many, many thanks and tons of accolades to all our terrific volunteers, for their dedication to CoSA and
compassion for and perseverance with our core members – your efforts help to give them a reason to stay
the course. We are truly indebted to you!
Rae and I were well on our way in preparing for our big biennial fundraising gala, scheduled on May 29,
2020, however, all that came to a crashing end when the pandemic restrictions were implemented. We
are so very appreciative to Bayview Yards Innovation Centre and Good Eats Catering, who reimbursed our
deposits in full; and very grateful to Senator Kim Pate, who had agreed to be our keynote speaker.
Hopefully they will all be available when we are able to reschedule the event…whenever that might be!?
I would like to thank our new board president, Lisa Roots, and John Daley, treasurer, both new on our
Board, for their leadership during the past year. We lost a long-time board member and volunteer last
year, Alice Doell, who was involved in CoSA over eight years. We miss you Alice, and hope you are enjoying
your well-deserved retirement from CoSA! I am so pleased to welcome Dasa Farthing, a former CoSA
volunteer and board member, with a long history in the mental health field, who joined Bob Cormier and
Adina Ilea on our Advisory Group. I am so grateful for the commitment and guidance from our board
members and advisors. We do this work together!
Although we are all coping under the pressure of the pandemic, I know everyone is so hoping we can
resume in-person gatherings soon, as social connections are integral to the essence of human existence
and to CoSA.
Susan Love
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The Year in Numbers (as of March 31, 2020)
(last years’ numbers in parentheses)
• Volunteer hours (group & 1on1 meetings, special events, Discussion Series): 1,728 (1,880)
• Volunteers (active, in circles): 55 (54)
• New volunteers (trained & approved): 11 (14)
• Core Members (annual total, not simultaneously): 18; 5 new 1 returning (16; 3 new)
Type of legal condition:
o 810: 0 (0)
o LTSO: 4 (6)
o Full Parole: 3 (2)
o Statutory Release: 1 (0)
o One Chance Stat Release: 2 (0)
o Probation: 3 (0)
o No conditions: 4 (3)
o Bail: 1 (1)
Note: almost all CMs are subject to the Ontario and/or federal Sex Offender Registry (SOR),
161 Order (no parks, public areas where children are expected, no access to internet)
• Core Member breaches/charged (returned to custody): 3 (2)
• Core Members who reoffended: 0 (0)
• Core Members who graduated from CoSA: 1 (1)
• Circles closed: 1 (3)
• Indigenous Core Members: 4 (3)
Meetings attended by Program Coordinator
• Circle meetings, including individual Core Member support: 87 (85)
• Circles meetings also attended by professionals: 6 (5)
• Housekeeping meetings (without the Core Member): 16 (10)
• Emergency Meetings: 2 (1)
• With Core Member applicants: 14 (16)
• Farewell/Celebration Dinners: 3 (3)
• With community networks, individuals: 18 (22)
Discussion Series
• Topics: Assertiveness, Empathy, Managing Emotions, Meeting People, Goal Setting,
Grief/Remembering fallen Core Members (6 sessions; total attended 68)
• Games Night (4 sessions; total attended 41)
Training and Professional Development
• Brain Injury/Wellness (attended by 19 volunteers and staff)
• Forgiveness and Reciliation Workshop (attended by Susan)
Events
• BBQ - attended by 41 (57)
• Thanksgiving Dinner - attended by 21 (40)
• Christmas/Holiday Party - attended by 44 (61)
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Highlights of the Year
Race Team 2019
L-R: Dominique Smith, Rae McDole,
Susan Love, Patrick Love-Vani

BBQ at St Alban’s Church
Susan with Kim Mann and Amber Montgomery,
Collaborative Justice Program

Thanksgiving Dinner
Rae and Lyssie

Alice Doell
Thanks for everything!! We miss you!
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CoSA-Ottawa Supporters
Distinguished individuals in the community who lend their name in support of CoSA-Ottawa
Andrejs Berzins: Former Chief Crown Attorney of Ottawa
Lorraine Berzins: Former Community Chair of Justice, Church Council on Justice & Corrections
Robert Cormier: Psychologist, Ontario Review Board Member, Former CoSA-Ottawa Board and
CoSA Canada Board, current CoSA-Ottawa Advisory Group member
John Edwards: Former Commissioner, CSC; Past President, John Howard Society of Ottawa
Phil Firestone: Psychologist
James Foord: Criminal Lawyer
Rick Goodwin: Clinical Director, Men & Healing
Susan Haines: Executive Director, National Associations Active in Criminal Justice
Diane Holmes: Former City of Ottawa Councillor
Patricia Love: Former Probation/Parole Officer; Co-Founder of CoSA-Ottawa
Kimberley Mann: Executive Director, Collaborative Justice Program; Co-Chair, Ottawa
Restorative Justice Network
Liam Marshall: Psychologist, Waypoint Centre for Mental Health
Lisa Murphy: Forensic Psychometrist, Royal Ottawa Mental Health Centre
James Scott: United Church Minister; Community Mediator
Geris Serran: Psychologist, Correctional Services Canada

I am proud to have been involved in CoSA-Ottawa as a Supporter since 2014,
when I was an Ottawa City Councillor. I am impressed with the dedication of
the staff and volunteers at CoSA-Ottawa who work tirelessly with members
of our society who many people would prefer to incarcerate and ‘throw
away the key’. CoSA’s dual mottos: No More Victims and No One is
Disposable, speak to their mission, based on restorative justice principles, of
preventing further victimization AND of the human dignity of all people.
Diane Holmes, Former Ottawa City Councillor for Somerset Ward

Thanks to all our Supporters for your continued belief in us!
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Financial Reports
Note: OCF: Ottawa Community Foundation; PS: Public Safety Canada; UW: United Way; Other (fundraising, donations)

2019-2020 (audited)
Revenue

OCF

PS

UW

Other

Donations (individuals), Memberships
Events (Race event)
Grants (Public Foundations)

10,000

Gov’t (Public Safety, Wage Subsidy)

Total

18,568

18,568

6,258

6,258

37,113

47,113

80,362

80,362

Total Revenue

152,301

Expenses
Personnel, Payroll fees
Rent/Utilities
Admin/supplies, prof. services, audit

69,290

31,836

9,336

53

761

13,181

200

4,150

2,453

8,461

15,264

2,160

Fundraising
Core Member Emergencies
Total Expenses

104,900

3,031

Insurance
Program Expenses

3,774

6,145

45

768
10,144

82,776

36,547

2,160
23

23

550

6,740

367

1,135

13,936

143,403

Net Income

8,900

2018-2019 (unaudited)
Revenue

OCF

PS

UW

Other

Total

Donations (individuals), Memberships

13,173

13,173

Events (Gala, Race Weekend)

24,810

24,810

12,000

54,845

Grants (Foundations; public & private)

4,955

Government (Public Safety)

37,890
79,946

79,946

Total Revenue

172,774

Expenses
Personnel

1,250

Rent/Utilities
Admin/supplies/equipment, audit

2,279

67,868

30,000

7,225

106,362

8,411

430

765

9,606

3,203

1,693

9,212

16,387

Insurance

2,160

2,160

Fundraising

9,518

9,518

Program Expenses

925

Core Member Emergencies

343

Total Expenses

209

1,769

3,585

5,585

560

903
150,521

Net Income

22,253
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A Visual Comparison

2019-20 Revenue

2019-20 Expenses

Personnel
Rent/Utilities
Admin/prof. services
Insurance
Fundraising
Program Expenses
Core Member Emergencies

Donations (Individuals), Memberships
Events (Race event)
Gov’t (Public Safety, Wage Subsidy)
United Way
Ottawa Community Foundation

2018-19 Revenue

2018-19 Expenses

Donations (Individuals), Memberships
Events (Gala, Race)
Gov't (Public Safety)
United Way
Ottawa Community Foundation
Private Foundation

Personnel
Rent/utilities
Admin/Prof. Services
Insurance
Fundraising
Program Expenses
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Testimonial of a Core Member
I would like to start by saying that I have had a really rough go in life. I have always seemed to
make the wrong choices; the kind that end up hurting myself and my future. More importantly
than that though, I have hurt others as well.
I have been in and out of the criminal justice system since I was 13 years old. Until recently, I
never really cared to listen to people who have tried, time and again, to help me address my
issues. I always thought I knew better. Believe me when I say - I was wrong.
After several years of repeating the same kinds of mistakes, and being severely cautioned that,
if I continue down the path I was headed and not take advantage of treatment and programs,
and change how I treated others; I would surely face an indefinite sentence. That was my big
wake up call. So, I buckled down, and did all I could that I felt would help me turn my life around.
After my federal sentence, I was released to a new area and found it difficult to figure out how
to navigate the new standard of living with the level of supervision I was on. It was nothing like I
had been through before. I reached out to my psychologist, who suggested that I give CoSA a call
and see if they would take me on.
After being accepted onto the program, I found myself with a better sense of responsibility, and
a support structure like I have never known before. My Circle helps me with all kinds of daily
issues, and even assisted my partner and me find an apartment when I was eligible to leave the
halfway house.
I can talk to my volunteers, who help me in the very best of times, as well as the worst, should it
ever come to that again. But with them in my corner, I feel much more confident that I will be
successful moving forward, and I finally see myself having a purpose in life and a place in the
community. Without the help of CoSA, I don’t even know if I would have made it all the way here
to write this now…
I feel like I was just a very lost individual who now has some really reliable people to help me
navigate my way towards my success. And the crazy part is, these are all people who volunteer
their time and efforts and resources to help me. That is the most amazing part that I feel makes
them a cut above the rest. They are in this to actually help and see people like me succeed, not
motivated by a fat cheque tied to a title.
“Fauchs”
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Testimonial of a Circle Volunteer
When I became a CoSA volunteer almost seven years ago, I was drawn to the organization because
of its mandate “Support and Accountability”. It just made so much sense to me. The ‘core members’
who CoSA works with are people who had committed some of the worst offences, according to most
of society. They are likely ostracized more than any other former offender, and they have the most
challenging time becoming a functioning member of society, obtaining a good job, and developing
meaningful, positive relationships. The concept of a circle of volunteers, working together just added
to the appeal. Within the CoSA structure, a group of volunteers works collaboratively with each other,
the Core Member and CoSA staff, ensuring that the core member is receiving the appropriate amount
of support as they move forward, and ensuring they are always accountable for their actions with the
objective of never reoffending or causing harm to anyone again.
My time as a volunteer has met all my expectations for what I would provide towards this extremely
positive volunteer experience. Working with my core member has had some challenges along the
way, but that is to be expected in any work worth doing. While there have been a few missteps on
the part of the core member during the process, as a group, we have been able to overcome them,
helping him to realize what directions and decisions he might take in order to achieve the many goals
he had for his life. Whether it is in the area of developing new positive relationships or repairing ones
damaged in the has made tremendous progress in all areas.
What could be more fulfilling volunteer work than to assist another person to take the steps required
to have a positive life in all facets of their development, and to become a contributing and accepted
member of society? What I have seen is a person taking more and more responsibility for his own
actions, while being guided by his volunteers who help him become more capable of reflecting on his
actions and recognizing that he has the ability and confidence to make substantial changes in how he
functions and achieves his goals, ultimately without the help of CoSA.
While there are still aspects that my fellow circle volunteers and I feel he could (if I might say, should)
work on, I believe that, because of the contributions of time, effort, ideas, and persistence of many,
our community is safer. We have helped an individual who was on a path of destruction for himself
and others, arrive at a much better place in his life, with so many positive options ahead of him as he
continues to move forward.
When I asked my core member how he thought his volunteers assisted him, he replied, "they help
them (core members) to realize that they have more potential than they think they do, so that they
grow and see that they can do more positive things in life.”
I will never regret my decision to join CoSA as a volunteer and to provide “Support and Accountability”
to a core member who has done the work in making better decisions and always striving to meet the
goals he has set for himself, with the guidance and support of his volunteers.
Anonymous Volunteer (to protect the identity of the core member)
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Contact Information
CoSA-Ottawa
211 Bronson Ave, Unit 207A
Ottawa, ON K1R 6H5
www.cosa-ottawa.ca
613 288-2284

CoSA Canada
Kathryn Bliss, E. D.
kbliss@cosacanada.com
www.cosacanada.com

Susan Love
Program Coordinator
slove@cosa-ottawa.ca
Rae McDole
Program Assistant
admin@cosa-ottawa.ca

Board of Directors
President: Lisa Roots, Professor, Algonquin College
Vice President: Cliff Yumansky, Semi-retired Public Servant
Treasurer: John Daley, Accountant, Treasury Board of Canada
Secretary: Tara McWhinney, PhD Candidate, Social Sciences; Former Circle Volunteer
Alice Doell: Retired Pharmacist; Current Circle Volunteer
Kerry Lamming: Former High School Principal; Current Circle Volunteer
Sarah Starkie: Defence Lawyer
Nicole St. John: Ottawa Police Service

Christmas Dinner/Board Meeting with Advisory Group, December 19, 2019, at Mama Teresa’s
Left to Right (Note: AG = Advisory Group)
Lisa Roots, Sarah Starkie, Rae McDole, Nicole St. John, John Daley, Susan Love, Kerry Lamming,
Bob Cormier (AG), Dasa Farthing (AG), Cliff Yumansky
Missing: Tara McWhinney, Alice Doell, Adina Ilea (AG)
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